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CONTRACT
NS
NEGOTIATIONS
UPDATE
Hurry Up and Wait
As Pegboard readers may
’s
well already know, the Guild’s
contract negotiations with thee Employers represented by the AMPTP
MPTP
have been postponed.
The Animation Guild traditionally
itionally
meets with the AMPTP after the Basic
Agreement is set, as that agreement
eement contains the terms of our healthcare and pension plans, which we share with
42,000 other IATSE members in sister Guilds such as Locals 600, 700
and 800. Most of the other Hollywood Locals bargain together in good
faith with the AMPTP, meeting months before the contract expiration
date at the end of July, and in so doing they oﬀer the Employers stability
in scheduling, budgets and delivery and air dates. In return, the Unions
expect the Employers to be prepared to oﬀer a good deal to the members
who do the work. Because the AMPTP was unprepared to have meaningful discussions about long term solutions within the allotted time,
however, the groups were forced to schedule additional negotiation time
in June. Our own negotiation dates – originally scheduled in May – have
been tentatively pushed back to the end of July to allow the AMPTP and
the IATSE more time to come to a consensus on the Basic Agreement.
Nothing is set in stone and the schedule could change at any moment.
HURRY UP and WAIT (continued on page 3)
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HURRY UP and WAIT (continued from page 1)

The IATSE presented proposals concerning several key issues that
aﬀect all of us: preserving health and pension beneﬁts (including a necessary long-term solution to Plan funding), increasing wage minimums,
and addressing terms and conditions for New Media (streaming) productions. The AMPTP was not prepared to oﬀer meaningful solutions
to these concerns, so the two groups must make plans to come together
again in June to make a deal that both sides can accept.
The IATSE’s negotiations with AMPTP are on-going, and until they
reach an agreement and the Animation Guild meets with the Employers,
our Negotiations Committee will monitor the situation and continue to
listen to our members and prepare our own proposals for improving beneﬁts and working conditions for all. Please stay tuned in to keep on top
of what’s going on. Come to the General Membership Meeting on May
29th to learn more, and wear your TAG T-shirt on Union Pride Day!
— Paula Spence, Editor
All members should have received an e-mailed update on the negotiations delay. If you did not receive the message in early May, get in touch
with our oﬃce (call 818-845-7500 or e-mail Oﬃce Manager, Lyn Mantta, at lyn@animationguild.org) to provide current contact information.
It is very important during this time for the Guild to be able to reach our
members quickly to provide updates and survey their wishes in the event
of time-sensitive negotiation issues.
The Guild’s Contract Negotiations Committee, after a marathon meeting last month
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BE PREPARED

As you hopefully know, every time our contract nears expiration and
we go into negotiations, there is a possibility that an acceptable deal will
prove elusive. The last time that such a situation resulted in a membership vote to strike was decades ago in 1983, but such a move is always a
possibility, even if it is not a probability.
This year is no diﬀerent. The goal of any negotiation is to keep as
much of the money on the table as possible, and the producers want to
keep every last penny they can. The pattern of bargaining this cycle presents us with an AMPTP pushing the length of its negotiations closer to
the deadlines in an eﬀort to do just that. Whether or not this will require
us to ﬂex our leverage to counter, and how, has yet to be seen.
This is not a call to pull the ﬁre alarm. The IA’s talks are on-going in
good faith, and we at the Animation Guild are preparing to do the same at
our own negotiations, tentatively scheduled at the end of July. Our negotiation dates may change, depending on Basic Agreement bargaining, but
for now our Negotiations Committee continues to ready our proposals.
However, as your President, I feel that I would be remiss if I did not
say, “Hey, there is a ﬁre alarm.” We only want to use it as a last resort.
But you, as a member, need to be prepared in case you and the rest the
membership ever vote to use it.
What does the future hold? We won’t know until we get there. In the
meantime, continue to be visible, wear your TAG T-shirts, and ask questions. Our May General Membership Meeting is a great place to do just
that, as IATSE VP Mike Miller will be in attendance. Hope to see you
there!
In solidarity,
KC Johnson
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SUSTAINING OUR PENSION
AND HEALTH PLANS
The Motion Picture Industry Pension and Health Plans oﬀer vital beneﬁts which members receive because of our collective bargaining agreements. Established in 1952, these jointly-managed plans provide economic security and peace of mind for thousands of entertainment industry
workers, including the members of the Animation Guild. Preserving and
maintaining the quality of these employer-paid beneﬁts is a key concern –
but to do so will require additional funding.
How Are the Plans Funded?
There are three main sources of funding: employer contributions
based on hours worked under a union agreement, investment returns, and
residual payments (Supplemental Markets and Post-60’s). Here is what
these sources provided in 2017.
MPI Pension and Health Plan Funding – All Sources, 2017

Source: MPI April 2018 Pre-retirement seminar presentation
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Employer hourly contributions to the health plan are made in the following amounts.
2017 MPI Employer Contributions, per hour worked

Sources: MPI Report of contributions rate cover sheet, Animation Guild Master CBA

Notice that these contributions are for ﬁxed dollar amounts - there
is no automatic rise that is linked to inﬂation or wage increases. Any
increases to these must be bargained with the Employers. Here is how
these amounts have changed in recent years:
MPI Employer Contributions, per hour worked, over time

Source: MPI Report of contributions rate cover sheets
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A Healthy Health Plan in a Time of Rising Costs
In a climate where healthcare inﬂation has ranged around 8% on an
annual basis, increasing employer contributions in each bargaining cycle
is a desired part of securing continued beneﬁts.
Health Care Cost Projected Trends

Source: MPI Projections

Rising healthcare costs are a constant challenge – to control costs
while minimizing the impact on those seeking care. The health plans
have done the following:
• Added wellness programs to encourage participants to adopt
healthy lifestyles and habits, with the intent of decreasing overall
healthcare costs
• Negotiated terms for prescription medication, resulting in signiﬁcant
cost savings with minimal disruption to participants
• Added new cost-eﬀective ways for participants to access care,
including telemedicine
While the number of hours worked under union agreements has
increased over time, this also means that more individuals qualify for
beneﬁts. More hours worked is better – but additional hours add both
funding and costs to the plans. Increasing hours worked will not oﬀset
rising healthcare costs – employer contributions should increase in order
to sustain the plan.
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Securing the Future of the Pension Plans
The pension is a promise - to current retirees that they will continue
to receive income that they depend on – and to current workers that they
will have a secure retirement. In a time when many corporate employers are phasing out pensions altogether, retaining this crucial retirement
beneﬁt is a priority in this and every bargaining cycle.
Over the past three years, the pension plan’s funding percentage has
dropped from 80.8% down to 67.4%. A recent pension funding notice
from MPI detailed this fact.

Source: MPI 2018 Pension Funding notice

What Happened?
In 2017, the following two things happened. Plan actuaries determined that the previously assumed and approved investment rate of return of 8.0% was too optimistic, and required the adoption of a new more
conservative rate of return of 7.5%.
In addition, the 10% increase in pension beneﬁts that was bargained
for in the 2012 contract cycle was baked into the plan ﬁnances – with an
amortization over the next 15 years beginning January 1, 2017. Like buying a house with a mortgage, this created a situation where early on in
the term there is signiﬁcant ground to make up. Combined, these are the
main reasons for the signiﬁcant jump in liabilities from 2016 to 2017, as
shown in the previous table.
Actuarial projections show the pension returning to at least 80%
funded by 2025, with a return to 100% by 2032. Of course, this is a forward looking statement, and signiﬁcant assumptions are involved about
the health of the industry remaining at or above current levels.
Because the pension is expected to return to a funded percentage of
80% or greater within the next ten years, the plan is not currently considered in “endangered” status. This is important because “endangered”
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status can trigger certain actions, including government involvement
and/or changes to beneﬁts.
What Is the Way Forward?
Employers should share their proﬁts and make additional contributions. Additional contributions were negotiated in 2015 – an additional
$0.18 was added per hour, each year – for an annual increase in pension
funding of approximately $16M the ﬁrst year and close to $100M over
the duration of the current contract.
What You Need to Know About Residuals
Residuals provide nearly one quarter of the funding for the health and
pension plans. Through articles XIX and XXVIII of the IATSE Basic
Agreement, Employers must pay Post 60’s and Supplemental Markets
payments directly to the plans. In recent years, here is what those payments have amounted to.

Source: MPI reports

This is a key stream of revenue for the plans – and it needs to be
monitored closely with the changing nature of distribution. Over time, as
streaming becomes an even larger piece of the economics these contributions from traditional distribution channels may plateau or decline. In
order to ensure the ﬁnancial health of the pension and health plans for
the future, additional residual models will need to be considered. Given
the prosperity the Employers are experiencing, they should be open to
discussion about long-term solutions that address plan funding – for
today and for the future.
Yours in solidarity,
Jason
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By Steve Kaplan
The IATSE has four membership-related departments in which the
membership is represented: Tradeshow, Stagecraft, Broadcast, and Motion Picture and Television. The IATSE also has operational departments
that support the membership: Communications, Education and Training,
Legal and Political. The Political Department is housed in Washington
D.C. and charged with interfacing with government oﬃcials on behalf of
the membership as a whole. Among the many tasks the department has
undertaken since its inception in January of 2016, the Political Department has engaged with congressional members on a state and federal
level by engaging in membership awareness around federal, state and
local elections, engaging electoral candidates to raise awareness of IATSE
member concerns in their constituencies and lobbied for pro-labor legislature such as House Resolution 3636, the O-Visa Transparency Bill.
As of this writing, Donald Trump has been the 45th President of our
country for a little over one year and one hundred days. In that time,
his administration has attempted to undo many of the changes made by
President Obama and other administrations who created rules and laws
beneﬁtting the majority of the population of our country. As individuals,
we have some avenues available to us to enact change. As a union, we
have them too, but we’re made stronger if we work together.
Since the Trump presidency, the role of the Political Department has
been focused on lobbying on behalf of our members, and the middleclass as a whole, in front of any member of the political spectrum that
will listen. We face signiﬁcant battles in the country today, and having a
department dedicated to championing legislation and laws that beneﬁts
our industry, our membership and our way of life is crucial.
In today’s world, the only way to be able to speak with members of
congress, from the local all the way to the federal level, is essentially by
buying their time. As ugly as it sounds, making donations and contributing to political funds supporting candidates is the way political ﬁgures
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prioritize their time. The IATSE Political Department uses funds from
the IATSE PAC for that purpose.
The IATSE PAC is a political action fund that can only receive money
directly from members through donations. Union funds cannot be used
to pay into the PAC. Since forming the Political Department, the International President has made it a goal of increasing the number of regular
contributors to the IATSE PAC to strengthen our ability to further our
goals by reaching the correct political people.
At the last General Executive Board Meeting in Los Angeles, Craig
Carlson, the International Vice President and Business Agent of IATSE
Local 2 in Chicago reported that by raising awareness of the importance
of political action through the voice of the union, he was able to get
100% of the local’s active members to make regular monthly contributions to the IATSE PAC. This MUST be our goal as well!
Sergeant at Arms Robert St. Pierre and I have asked President Johnson to form the TAG Political Action Group to raise awareness of the
attack on the middle-class and on the institution of organized labor, and
our shared goal of seeing Animation Guild members support the IATSE’s
goal of ﬁghting back. Currently, our local has FIVE regular monthly
contributors. Five out of just about four thousand members.
Raising our percentage should be easy. If you are ready to join me and
the other four as a regular contributor, you can ﬁnd the contribution form
at https://tinyurl.com/ia-pac-form or at the Guild oﬃce. Fill it out and
return it to the address on the form. Give up one latte a month and donate
the $5 to the IATSE PAC!
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Time to Thrive
By Kristin Donner & Kyle Neswald
Negotiation Committee
Family Leave Subcommittee
It’s time we add beneﬁts to our
contract. What beneﬁts would help us
thrive? We compiled a list of the best
beneﬁts, then asked Guild members
on Facebook to choose those most
important to them. Here’s how the
top votes stacked up:
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May 25th – Uninstructed Life Drawing 7-10pm
May 28th – Contract Holiday: Memorial Day
May 29th – General Membership Meeting
(Pizza at 6:30, meeting starts at 7pm)
June 1st – Gallery 839 New Show Opening 6-9pm
June 4th – Union Pride Day (Wear your TAG T-shirt to work)
June 8th – Uninstructed Life Drawing 7-10pm
June 8th - 10th – 2018 IATSE District 2 Convention
Las Vegas, Nevada
June 20th – Wash Night: Laundry & Gaming
Hosted by TAG Young Workers Committee
June 22nd – Uninstructed Life Drawing 7-10pm
June 25th – “Visibility for Women of Animation, On and Oﬀ Screen”
A presentation by Geena Davis Institute for Gender in
Media Studies, with Q&A to follow
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